
EXUBERANCE’19 – A CULTURAL FIESTA 
 

 
 

It is rightly said, ‘You earn your trophies at practice. You just pick them up at competitions.’ 
The present-day education provides a wide scope of gaining knowledge and skills at various levels 
in school. So, it becomes imperative to provide students with a platform where they can exhibit 
their versatility and talent. Keeping this in mind, Lancer’s Convent hosted ‘Exuberance 2019’– a 
two day long inter school fest from August 8, 2019 to August 9,2019 to celebrate the brilliance 
and excellence of students.  
 
The inaugural ceremony commenced with Veda Chanting to invoke the blessings of the lord 
followed by the lamp lighting by the Principal, Mrs. Latesh Chaudhary accompanied by the other 
dignitaries. The Principal welcomed the dignitaries, the guest teachers and students from various 
schools. She motivated the participants and wished them good luck. She also appreciated the 
enthusiastic participation of students from different schools. Around 26 prestigious schools of 
Delhi showcased overwhelming participation in the various events organized during the fest.  The 
‘International Fashion Parade’ showcased the talent of students from class I-II who dressed 
themselves in elaborate costumes and represented a country of their choice. The participants of 
an art activity, ‘Wizards of Art’ didn’t lag behind in displaying their deftness in every piece of art 
that they created. The literary event ‘Andaaz-e-Bayaan’ highlighted the fondness and skills of the 
participants in the Hindi language. Another activity ‘Newspaper in Education’ helped the 
participants to prove their mettle by showcasing their creativity and assimilating reading and 
writing skills in English, while collaborating with teammates to achieve a common goal. 
 
Technology is, of course, a double-edged sword well proven by young minds of Class IX who 
competed in an event ‘Miniature Illusion’ and exhibited their earnest and dedicated efforts in 
creating illusions using the real pictures provided. Participants from Class XI-XII created 
wonderful logics for the allotted programs. 
 
Dynamism, team spirit and united efforts of all the students of different schools were 
praiseworthy. They presented their best creativity and efforts to be triumphant. The rolling 
trophy was bagged by Shah International School. The Principal congratulated all the proud 
winners. It was a collective step towards our vision ‘Look Up and Aim High’ and while one step 
was taken through this event, many more are to go. 


